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Canonical central-bank balance sheet

Short-term safe bonds Net worth

CurrencyLong-term safe bonds

Risky assets (incl. foreign)

Lending programs

Bank reserves (deposits)

C.B. swap lines

Assets Liabilities

Source: Reis (2019)



Size of the balance sheet
• Lessons: Satiate demand for central-bank deposits by banks, 

central-bank interest-paying digital moneySaved from:
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/annual/balance/html/index.en.html

Source: ECB SDW
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• Why? Money markets did not close, communication on 
interest on deposits was seamless, automatically absorb 
liquidity shocks, Friedman rule.



Size of the balance sheet
• Lessons: Satiate demand for central-bank deposits by banks, 

central-bank interest-paying digital money.

• Why? Money markets did not close, communication on 
interest on deposits was seamless, automatically absorb 
liquidity shocks, Friedman rule.

• How for ECB? move from structural liquidity deficits to 
minimal structural liquidity surplus: just so interbank rate is 
close to deposit rate. Half way compromise is to keep full 
allotment in MRO auctions.



Composition of assets
• Lessons: with (i) unmatched assets and liabilities
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Composition of assets
• Lessons: with (i) unmatched assets and liabilities, (ii) comes 

interest rate risk

Source: Bonis, Fiesthulmel, Noonan, 8/13/18, FEDS note



Composition of assets
• Lessons: with (i) unmatched assets and liabilities, (ii) comes 

interest rate risk, (iii) that accounting schemes only smooth 
but do not eliminate.

Source: Federal Reserve press release, 1/10/2019
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Composition of assets
• Lessons: with (i) unmatched assets and liabilities, (ii) comes 

interest rate risk, (iii) that accounting schemes only smooth 
but do not eliminate.

• Why? Income risk exposes “solvency”, which is about fiscal 
support and independence.

• How for ECB? Take risk management seriously and as being 
about implicit fiscal support risk.



Liquidity / lending programs
• Lessons: Active discount window allows banks to keep 

more risk. With global banks need (i) foreign currency 
lending facility to domestic banks,

Figure 1: Federal Reserve dollar lending through its swap lines

in monetary policy and on the macroeconomy. It is composed of three parts studying the

e↵ect of the swap lines: on central bank balance sheets and operations; on financial markets

and the transmission of policies; and on the macroeconomy through investment decisions.

We start by describing the terms and operation of the swap contracts. This clarifies that

the swap lines provide a substitute for discount-window lending by the source central bank

to the recipient-country banks, using the recipient central bank as an agent that bears the

credit risk. As such, the swap lines are consistent with controlling inflation and the lender

of last resort role, and they are not, at least directly, tied to intervening in exchange rates,

bailing out or transferring wealth to foreigners, or nationalizing private risk. We discuss why

they were needed as a supplement to the traditional discount window, or to using private

funding markets.

Turning to the transmission of this policy in financial markets, we prove that the sum

of the gap between the swap rate and the interbank rate in the source country, and the gap

between policy and deposit central bank rates in the recipient country, provides a hard ceil-

ing on the deviations of covered interest parity (CIP) between the two currencies. Breaking

this ceiling would give rise to an arbitrage opportunity. We turn to the data on CIP devia-

tions since 2008 to confirm these results using three complementary empirical strategies: a
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Source: Bahaj Reis (2018)



Liquidity / lending programs
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Source: Bahaj Reis (2018)



Liquidity / lending programs
• Lessons: Active discount window allows banks to keep 

more risk. With global banks need (i) foreign currency 
lending facility to domestic banks, (ii) put ceiling on funding 
costs of currency hedging, or (iii) domestic currency lending 
facility to foreign banks to stop fire sales of domestic assets.

Figure 7: Excess flows into USD bonds averaged across banks and bonds around the treat-
ment date

Figure 8: Excess demand for USD bonds by treated banks around the announcement of the
swap-line rate change
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Source: Bahaj Reis (2018)
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facility to foreign banks to stop fire sales of domestic assets.

• Why? With global banks, need better rules and wider reach 
for the lender of last resort.



Liquidity / lending programs
• Lessons: Active discount window allows banks to keep 

more risk. With global banks need (i) foreign currency 
lending facility to domestic banks, (ii) put ceiling on funding 
costs of currency hedging, or (iii) domestic currency lending 
facility to foreign banks to stop fire sales of domestic assets.

• Why? With global banks, need better rules and wider reach 
for the lender of last resort.

• How for ECB? Wide network, overcome bilateral, promote 
euro usage. Bank of England example



New normal balance sheet

Short-term safe bonds

Net worth / currency

Long-term risky bonds, risky assets (incl, foreign)

Lending programs

Bank reserves (deposits)

C.B. swap lines

Assets Liabilities

Extra reserves

Source: Reis (2019)


